
Private Bali Car Hire with Chauffeur 

Free cancellation up to 1 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Cultural Walking
Nature

Travel Style: Budget
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Activities:

English
Tour Vibe: Laid Back
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
LGBTQ
Senior
Solo
Women

Country:
Indonesia

Routes:
Bali

Pickup: You will get picked up from your hotel/villa, Please wait in the lobby to be picked up ;

  From:8:00 AM
  To:8:00 AM

Drop-off: You will get picked up from your hotel/villa, Please wait in the lobby to be picked up ;

  From:6:00 PM
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  To:8:00 PM

Age Range: 8 - 75 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

Freedom to organize the experience the way you want 
Perfect for first timer 
Explore at your leisure and spend more the at your most favorite spot 
learn about Balinese culture from a local perspective 

Tour Introduction: 

This Bali car hire with an English-speaking driver is an ideal way to explore the island on your
own. With your choice of several air-conditioned vehicles and availability for up to 10 hours,
you can customize your own itinerary. Receive recommendations from your driver on places to
visit, depending on your interests. Price is per person, with a maximum of seven passengers
per vehicle. Pickup and drop-off is included from South Bali hotels, and any fuel and parking
fees are taken care of.

Itinerary:

WHAT’S INCLUDED 

WHAT’S EXCLUDED

Entrance fees to attraction you visit 
Food and drinks 
Other additional expenses 

Accommodation
Flights
Pickup & Drop-Off
Guide
Meals
Insurance
Transport
Transport
Other Excluded:

Entrance fees to attraction you visit 
Food and drinks 
Other additional expenses 

Covid Safety 

Regularly sanitized high-traffic areas
Guides required to regularly wash hands
Hand sanitizer available to travelers and staff
Transportation vehicles regularly sanitized
Contactless payment for gratuities and add-ons
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Face masks required for guides in public areas
Paid stay-at-home policy for staff with symptoms
Gear/equipment sanitized between use
Face masks required for travelers in public areas
Social distancing enforced throughout experience
Face masks provided for travelers

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 1 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 50 % of the tour amount

Good To Know 

Maximum car charter is 10 hours calculated from start time you choose. Overtime is USD
$5/hours with direct payment to driver
The service covering within the popular destination such as Kuta, Seminyak ,Jimbaran,
Nusa Dua, Pecatu, Canggu, Ubud , Denpasar , Sanur , Tegalalang and Kintamani. There
is an additional charge if you like to explore beyond those areas such as amed ,
lempuyang, tirta gangga, lovina or west Bali.
Please inform your plan/itinerary so operator can prepare 
In 10 hours normally you can visit 4 - 6 places on one direction either ubud, east, south or
north Bali . Number of places visited also depends on how much time you spend and also
local traffic condition.

FAQs 
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